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A society of eco-friendly Rebel Humals lives as

one within the ganja forests of their planet.

However, modern cultivation practices have 

brought a sharp decline in their beautiful forests 

of sticky icky ganja, pushing the Rebel Humals to 

search the galaxy far and wide for sustainable 

cannabis farms where their species can survive 

and thrive. 

Thanks to an abundance of lush green herb, the 

Rebel Humals realize Earth is a habitable place 

for their species. Unfortunately, the laughing 

grass on our planet is also in jeopardy.

The greedy and oblivious Stoned Bankers’ 

single-minded focus is to secure their supply of 

Mary Jane. They are foreclosing CannaFARMS 

to increase the production of their most  

prized possession. 

Stoned Banker make lousy farmers, using 

pesticides and herbicides to speed up their 

yields, and they are slowly decimating the farms 

they have taken over. 

Rebel Humals, the environmentalists, lead by 

example and farm the natural way to combat 

the plant’s decay and ensure the herb thrives.

A Play-to-Earn game combining NFTs and  
DeFi mechanics to generate tokens for players
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The Stoned Banker comes from a large community 

of stoners with a single-minded focus: to get high on 

their own supply. 

The greedy stoners have banded together and have

decided to take over the CannaFARMS, securing their

supply of weed. 

Stoned Bankers, however, make lousy farmers and are 

destroying the cannabis industry, one farm at a time. 

They need to be stopped before it’s too late and we 

lose all the CannaFARMS.
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The Rebel Humal comes from a society connected to the 

Ganja forests, where they live amongst the cannabis plants 

and reap the euphoric benefits of this beautiful environment.

For many Rebel Humals, their homes are fast becoming 

unsustainable, and they have travelled across the galaxy to 

find another planet they can thrive on.

To restore the balance and bring peace to their species, they 

must keep the CannaFARMS alive by farming organically 

and ensuring the survival of their species.

Gen 0 NFTs have the highest 
boost rate and Emissions in 

the early planting pools
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A limited supply of 4200 Gen 0 NFTs will be minted.

Stoned Bankers and Rebel Humals are the two main characters in the game. 

Both Banker and Humal are mint-able NFTs living on the Polygon blockchain.

Each generation of NFTs will have unique traits and $SEED accumulation rates; 

however, as each generation of NFTs is sold out, the following generations will 

have fewer traits than their predecessors. 

The $SEED accumulation rate for each generation also decreases. To mint 

from the remaining 4200 Gen 1-4 NFTs, players need $SEED tokens.

Depending on the stage of the mint, the price per NFT increases.

Owners of either a Stoned Banker or a Rebel Humal can 
accumulate $SEED while an NFT is planted. 

When first planting your NFTs, an allocation of $SEED is 
required to start accumulating more $SEED. 

The $SEED accumulation rate will depend on the number 
of NFTs and the amount of $SEED you have planted. At 
any time, you can allocate $SEED to any planted NFT to 
increase its $SEED output.

Staking NFTs alongside your planted seed boosts your 
accumulation rate. Staking more seed and NFTs increases 
your overall rate.

Unstaking NFTs can be done at any time, and the $SEED 
accumulated on that NFT can be transferred to another 
planted NFT.



Q2 2022
CANNAFARM GAME NFT RELEASE
A limited supply of 4200 Gen 0 NFTs will be 
minted.

Stoned Bankers and Rebel Humals are the two 
main characters in the game. Both Banker and 
Humal are mint-able NFTs living on the Polygon
blockchain.

Q3 2022
CANNAFARM 2.0 
Exciting game upgrades

Questing, crafting, and convoys are some of the exciting
updates to CannaFARM 2.0. A new marketplace will let 
players buy and sell NFTs through the CannaFARM 
ecosystem.

Q4 2022
INTEGRATED AR 
Bringing the CannaFARM alive

Partnering with loak.co, we will bring an augmented 
reality experience to mobile devices, allowing you the 
chance to “Grow on the go!”

Q1 2023
HECTARE NFTS 
Next level farming

Grow weed every day! 

Control the growing environment to maximize  
your $SEED accumulation potential.

Grow different strains..
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